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Triply differential cross-section measurements in the double photoionization of D2
and He with asymmetric kinematic conditions
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The breakup of D2 following the absorption of a single photon, leading to four free charged particles
interacting via the Coulomb force, has been investigated. Triply differential cross sections~TDCSs! of the two
ejected electrons were measured for selected asymmetric kinematic conditions, namely, a 20 eV electron in
coincidence with a 5 eV ‘‘reference’’ electron fixed at four different angles. The results are compared with
helium TDCSs and, although the respective angular distributions have similar features, there are surprising
differences that could have their origin in two-center interference effects.
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During the last decade there have been a variety
photoelectron-photoelectron coincidence, or~g, 2e!, studies
of direct photodouble ionization~PDI! in helium to deter-
mine mutual angular distributions of the two ejected el
trons ~for a recent review see@1#!. These~g,2e! ‘‘triply dif-
ferential cross section’’~TDCS ors (3)) measurements are
sensitive probe of electron correlation and, therefore, ar
considerable importance as they provide a stringent tes
emerging theories@e.g., Refs.@2–9##. Helium, the simplest
two-electron system, is ideal for such studies since dou
ionization results in free electrons and a nucleus, which
interact via the long-range Coulomb force. This process
now well understood in helium and the shapes and ma
tudes of calculated TDCSs are generally in good agreem
with the experimental measurements@1#. Interest has re-
cently turned to similar studies on H2/D2, the most funda-
mental two-electron molecule. The first~g,2e! angular-
distribution measurements in D2 @10# were obtained with
equal energy electrons,E15E2510 eV, at a photon energ
~hn! of 71.1 eV and revealed a heliumlike two-lobe structu
These results were later confirmed@11,12# and subsequen
theoretical studies@13–18# have established the selectio
rules and highlighted the respective kinematic conditions
atomlike and true molecular behavior.

Apart from the initial electron-electron coincidence stu
ies mentioned above, the only other experimental work pr
ing PDI in H2, or the isoelectronic D2, is that of Dorneret al.
@19#, who measured electron-ion coincidences at a low
photon energy~58 eV!, and by Dujardinet al. @20# and
Kossmannet al. @21# who made pioneering ion-ion coinc
dence measurements. The scarcity of experimental da
primarily due to the purely repulsive nature of the upper st
and the broad Franck-Condon ‘‘overlap’’ that distributes t
PDI cross section over a large range of possible electron
ion energies. This, together with a relatively low total P
cross section (s21), which peaks at;0.5310220cm2 at
;70 eV wheres21/s1;3 – 4 %, results in a very low co
incidence count rate and makes the experiments extrem
challenging. Improvement of the detection efficiency of th
weak process requires the collection of electrons over a w
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~u,f! angular range. This can be achieved using toroidal a
lyzers, which are simultaneously angle- and ener
dispersive; these have already been applied to this prob
for both atoms and molecules with considerable succ
@10–11,22–24#. An alternative approach, with even great
potential, is to detect the electrons over 4p sr using time-of-
flight ‘‘momentum-mapping’’ techniques@25–27#.

Here we report the first (g,2e)D2 TDCSs measured usin
an asymmetric (E1ÞE2) electron energy sharing condition
Moreover, the emission direction (u1) of the ‘‘reference’’
electron~whose energy isE1!, with respect to the electric
field («̂), was chosen to be small. These two conditions h
been shown to be the most physically interesting in the c
of helium at energies significantly above the doub
ionization threshold. As will be discussed later, the unger
component’s contribution to the TDCS is most evident wh
u150° and is enhanced further by increasing the elect
energy asymmetry (E2 /E1) @22#. Unfortunately, however, a
this angular condition the TDCS yield is at its lowest and t
measurement of the lower-energy electron is inevitably h
dered by background signals arising indirectly from sing
ionization processes~i.e., photoelectrons from H2

1 scatter
off metal surfaces and liberate low-energy electrons.! The
TDCSs were measured at hn5104 eV ~He! and 76.1 eV
(D2), corresponding to an excess energy,E, of 25 eV. Our
electron energies were selected for maximum asymm
within the discussed constraints, i.e., the choice of the slo
electron energyE1 being limited by noise, andE by the
overall cross section. Consequently, this experiment w
considerably more difficult than the previous studies us
the same apparatus@10,11#, where the two electron energie
were equal andu1 was in general much larger than 0°.
should also be noted that measurement of TDCSs atu1
→0° using the momentum mapping techniques mentio
above is also very difficult due to the vanishing detecti
solid angle.

The experiments were performed on the SU6 undula
beamline at the Super-ACO synchrotron~France! using an
angle-resolved spectrometer based on a toroidal geom
@28#. The photon beam, having a polarization state given
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. (g,2e) triply differential cross sections for He and D2 with S150.960.05,S350. The reference electron has an energy (E1) of
5 eV andE2 is 20 eV, in all cases the data points are plotted in 5° intervals and each plot is on an arbitrary scale. The spectrau1

50°(620°),10°(610°),20°(610°) are from coincidence measurements between the two toroidal analyzers. The latter two plots
reflected information fromu15210° and220° using a procedure described in Ref.@24# that utilizes the symmetry about the electric fie
vector. The scatter is generally greatest atu2;270° due to a minimum in the argon spectrum used for normalization. Theu1590°(67°)
plots are taken from the coincidence measurements between the large toroidal and cylindrical analyzers.
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the Stokes parameters,S150.9060.05 andS25S350, and
an energy resolution of'400 meV at 75 eV, was merge
with a coaxial effusive gas jet of conical geometry. Pho
electrons emitted in the plane orthogonal to the photon be
direction were energy analyzed by one 127° cylindrical a
two toroidal analyzers. The smaller of the two toroidal ana
sers and the 127° analyzer were both tuned to detect 5
electrons (E1), with energy resolutions of'300 meV and
'600 meV, respectively, and the larger toroid to detect 20
electrons (E2) with '650 meV resolution. The larger toroi
has an angular range corresponding to 145°<u2<290° and
the smaller toroidal analyzer has a 60° range that allows
to selectu1 values centred at220° (340°)→20°, in 10°
intervals. The ‘‘out-of-plane’’ angular acceptance for bo
toroidal analysers is'69°. The 127° analyzer has a fixe
angular position ofu1590° with an angular acceptance
'67°. Coincidences between the two toroidal analyz
were recorded concurrently with those between the large
roidal and cylindrical analyzers.

As in earlier studies, D2 was used in preference to H2
because of gas-flow properties that result in a higher num
density in the interaction region. TDCSs were measured
both D2 and He using the same spectrometer tuning con
tions, enabling a direct comparison of the two results. Si
helium is relatively well studied, the He results provide
suitable frame of reference against which similarities a
differences in the measured TDCS features can be evalu
In each case the experiment was limited not by photon
but by the ratio of ‘‘true-to-random’’ coincidences, whic
was measured to be;2:1 ~He! and;1:1 (D2) between the
two toroidal analyzers. Due to the relatively small number
PDI events, the random counts are predominantly cause
coincidences between noise signals. The correspon
‘‘true’’ coincidence count rates~integrated over all detection
angles! were ;150 and;20 events/h for helium and D2
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respectively, and about an order of magnitude lower for
other (127°1 large toroid) coincidence spectrum that had
‘‘true-to-random’’ ratio of ;5:1. The random coincidence
were statistically removed in the data processing~described
in Ref. @28#! using standard procedures@29#. The angular
response of the two toroidal analyzers needs to be calibr
against a known mutual angular distribution. Therefore,
measured mutual angular distributions between a 6.2 eV
ger electron and a 20 eV photoelectron in Ar (hn
571.31 eV), which can be obtained with high statistical a
curacy; the small change inE1 (5 eV→6.2 eV) will not sig-
nificantly alter the measured angular distribution. Althou
this process has not been previously investigated for th
kinematic conditions, such distributions arising from tw
step PDI are known to have reflection symmetry aboutu2

5180° and 90° foru150° @e.g.,@30## and this property has
been used in determining the normalization function.

The measured TDCSs for D2 and He are shown in Fig. 1
and each distribution has been corrected with the same
malization function. The helium data are in excellent agr
ment @31# with ‘‘hypersphericalR matrix with semiclassical
outgoing waves’’ (HRM-SOW) calculations@9#; the details
of the calculation and further comparisons between the
and experiment will be discussed elsewhere@32#. This agree-
ment indicates that, for D2, the possible systematic error
arising from the normalization method are negligible in co
parison to the random errors. The twou1590° spectra@Figs.
1~d! and 1~h!# are quite similar. Both targets exhibit a pro
nounced minimum for back-to-back emission and, desp
the poor statistics, the detected D2 lobe appears to peak at
slightly larger mutual angle (u12'13865°) than in the He
case (u12'13262°), as inearlier equal-energy studies@10–
12#. In the u150° orientation—where physically the TDC
has reflection symmetry about the«̂ axis—the He TDCS
6-2
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TRIPLY DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 062706
profile exhibits the classic three-lobe structure@Fig. 1~a!#.
This reflection symmetry is also present in the case of2,
provided there is no selection of the molecu
orientation—as in this study. Although there are similarit
between theu150° He and D2 spectra@Figs. 1~a! and 1~e!#,
in D2, the lobe centered aroundu25180° not only has a
relatively larger yield compared to the ‘‘lower’’ lobe—an
separated by a deeper minimum—but it is significan
broader with a slight minimum at;u25180°. This mini-
mum has been quantified by determining the following ra
for D2 and He:

@s~3!~u2;150°!1s~3!~u2;210°!#/2@s~3!~u2;180°!#,

yielding 1.360.4 and 0.760.1, respectively. As in He, ther
is a rapid evolution in the shape of the TDCS asu1 departs
from 0° @see Figs. 1~b!, 1~c!, 1~f!, and 1~g!# and there are
strong similarities in the TDCS features for the two targe
For example, the relative intensities of the ‘‘lower’’ and ‘‘up
per’’ lobes ~at u2;270°,;90°! increase and decrease wi
u1 , respectively.

To provide insight into the origin of the above feature
Feagin@13,14# developed an appropriate He-like express
for the TDCS with arbitrary electron-pair energy sharin
This expression can be integrated over all molecular orie
tions for comparison with this study. This approach relies
the dominance~;96%! of 1Se character in a single-cente
expansion of the H2 ground-state wave function. The TDC
depends on amplitudes, denoted byS andP, corresponding
to excitation that is parallel and perpendicular to the mole
lar axis, together with angular factors depending on the
rections of the electrons (k̂1 ,k̂2) and electric field vector («̂).
Expressing the formula in terms of widely-used gera
(aS

g ,aP
g ) and ungerade (aS

u ,aP
u ) amplitudes, that are sym

metric and antisymmetric, respectively, for the interchan
of the two electrons@2,22#, one obtains

s~3!@D2#5
2

15
uaS

g ~ «̂• k̂11 «̂• k̂2!1aS
u ~ «̂• k̂12 «̂• k̂2!u2

1
7

15
uaP

g ~ «̂• k̂11 «̂• k̂2!1ap
u ~ «̂• k̂12 «̂• k̂2!u2

1
6

15
Re@„~aS

g !* ~ «̂• k̂11 «̂• k̂2!1~aS
u !*

3~ «̂• k̂12 «̂• k̂2!…„aP
g ~ «̂• k̂11 «̂• k̂2!

1aP
u ~ «̂• k̂12 «̂• k̂2!…#1

1

15
u~aS

g 2aP
g !

3~ k̂11 k̂2!1~aS
u 2aP

u !~ k̂12 k̂2!u2, ~1!

where theaS,P
g andaS,P

u amplitudes depend onE1 , E2 , and
the mutual angleu12. This expression is valid for 100%
linearly polarized light ~i.e., S151—and can be easily
adapted forS1,1! and it reduces to the more familiar he
lium form whenaS

g →aP
g , aS

u →aP
u , giving
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s~3!@He#5uag~ «̂• k̂11 «̂• k̂2!1au~ «̂• k̂12 «̂• k̂2!u2. ~2!

The first three terms in Eq.~1! have similar angular behavio
to helium, but the fourth—or molecular—term depends on
on the mutual angle between the two electrons (u12) and not
their angles with respect to the electric field vector. Th
significant difference has important implications for the s
lection rules and, consequently, the relative sizes of the
served lobes in comparison to helium~see Ref.@14# for a full
discussion of theE15E2 case!. The forms of Eqs.~1! and
~2! show the importance of thek̂152 k̂2 direction. When
u1590° there is a node in the TDCS for both He and D2 for
equal energy sharing~i.e., when the ungerade amplitudes a
necessarily zero!. This selection rule is still valid for He in
the case of asymmetric energies but only holds in D2 if aS

u

5aP
u . The observed minimum@Fig. 1~h!# suggests that the

magnitudes of these two amplitudes are not too dissimilar
order to estimatethe widths of the observed lobes foru1
590° one can make the following approximations, name
~a! any molecular differences are small, i.e.,aS

g 'aP
g and

aS
u 'aP

u , and~b! that ag.au for this energy sharing. Given
that ag can be well-represented by a Gaussian function c
tered atu125180° @1#, one can use the Levenberg-Marquar
algorithm to fit the resulting expression for the TDCS to t
data and so obtain the half widthsG of uagu2. This results in
G59262° and 7965° for He and D2, respectively, which is
in keeping with the corresponding 91° and 78°G values ob-
tained for theE15E2 condition at the slightly lower 20 eV
excess energy@11#.

Considering now thek̂152 k̂2 direction whenu150°,
the TDCS is only sensitive to theau amplitudes for both
targets. But even here the TDCS is more complicated in2
as the yield depends onboth the amplitude and phase differ
ences between theaS

u and aP
u amplitudes. Clearly, detailed

knowledge of the functional forms of all four amplitudes a
their relative phases is required to obtain the general TD
shape. In helium, the three-lobe structure can be obtaine
using Gaussian functions as approximations to the two
plitudes, together with a phase factor@33#. If one adopts this
approach for the four D2 amplitudes in Eq.~1!, one will still
obtain a symmetric three-lobe structure foru150°. Thus the
apparent four-lobe structure@Fig. 1~e!# in the D2 TDCS
would require the mutual angle dependence of the unge
amplitudes to be significantly different from a Gaussian.

A further possibility is that the differences in the TDC
structure are a result of interference arising from the tw
center nature of PDI in diatomic molecules. Walter a
Briggs @15# showed that this effect gives rise to an addition
mutual angle term in the TDCS for the simplest case, wh
one treats the final state as the product of plane waves.
term depends on the electrons’ relative momentum ve
„k25(k12k2)/2…, the size of the internuclear separation~R!
and the angle betweenk2 and the molecular axis. Although
this interference behavior is predicted to be most evident
molecules whose axes are all orientated in a single direc
~‘‘fixed in space’’!, the effect would still be discernible whe
integrated over all molecular orientations, as in the case
this experiment, resulting in the following expression:
6-3
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]2s

]k1]k2
}@k1~ «̂• k̂1!1k2~ «̂• k̂2!#2F11

sin~2k2R!

2k2R G . ~3!

While this relation has the same nodal structure as in the
TDCS ~2!, due to the first factor, the second,u12-dependent
‘‘molecular factor’’ @F(u12)# can have a minimum atu12
5180° depending on theE1 andE2 values. For this interfer-
ence effect to be observedk2.1/2R;0.34 a.u. The maxi-
mum value ofk2 in this experiment is 0.909 a.u. which
just high enough to satisfy this condition, and with our kin
matics ~E155 eV, E2520 eV! the molecular factor in Eq
~3! indeed exhibits a shallow minimum atu125180°
@„F(180°)/F(0°)'0.6…]. In a more realistic model includ
ing Coulomb interactions between the four particles, this
fect could be larger because, at this photon energy, the in
nuclear axes are not isotropically distributed at the instan
dissociation, but exhibit a strong preference perpendicula
the polarization direction, quantified by a large and nega
ion—asymmetry parameter (b'20.7) @21#. Moreover,
these interference effects may become most visible whenu1
is close to 0°, as the antiparallel emission of the two el
trons is then mostly orthogonal to the nuclear axis, i.e., in
middle of the two ion centers. The shallow minima arou
u125180° in Fig. 1~e! and Fig. 1~f! are in qualitative agree
ment with this simplified picture. Even assuming the Bo
B
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Oppenheimer approximation, an accurate determination
this effect will also require integration over the Franc
Condon width corresponding to our energy resolutions. N
ertheless, we have demonstrated that the observed pert
tions from He-like TDCS expectations are not inconsist
with anticipated two-center interference behavior.

These experimental observations and qualitative expla
tions urgently require further theoretical investigation. T
scatter associated with the data points is large and fur
(g,2e) measurements are needed at this and other asym
ric kinematic conditions. PDI studies using ‘‘fixed-in-spac
molecules would be significantly more sensitive to these m
lecular effects and the authors are aware of preliminary
tempts to perform these measurements@34#. The present
study has shown that the similarities between the helium
D2 TDCSs observed in equal-energy-sharing conditions s
vive in unequal-sharing conditions. It has also highlight
interesting differences that have yet to be fully understood
this most fundamental molecule.
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